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Chapter 1 : Al Schneider Magic by L&L Publishing - Book - Tricksupply
Al Schneider Magic secures his reputation as not only one of magic's great creators but also as one of its great
theoreticians. There are tricks with coins, cards, cups and balls, napkins, bracelets, finger rings, and more.

The goal for this project is more repeatability, more shock, and more practicality. We believe these goals have
been realized in the Vessels and Orbs Project. Several of these routines were specifically designed to do that.
The others were created for more formal, full-feature Cups and Balls performances. LA Street Cups - The
mandate here is to simply be able to pick up the cups and go. There are no loads from the body which means
that this routine can be done in your birthday suit if you wish though not recommended! Then, you can repeat
the routine immediately in tough, real-world environments This is the perfect routine for strolling magicians
and street performers and remains one of the most talked-about routines from the Al Schneider Magic book.
Classic Cups and Balls - This is a formal sit-down routine with a fairly traditional presentation of three cups,
three balls, and three final loads. However, a lot of sophistication is thrown in. The small ball sequences are
superb and the final loads are strong enough that the entire routine can be immediately performed again OMG
- This is what people exclaim when they watch this! This one-cup routine was developed for the table hopper.
Carry the cup in a bag and stand by the table to do this routine. Its two phases were designed to generate the
OMG response. Crystal Connection - This experiment features a three-cup formal routine with as much flash
as can be put into the finish of a Cups and Balls routine. At its conclusion, two cups are lifted to reveal they
are full of crystal shards. Oriental Bowl Routine - This was developed as a very formal full-feature routine.
The goal was to capture the feeling and atmosphere of Japanese tea ceremonies and contains wooden bowls,
large sponge balls, silks, and much pomp and flair! This could easily be used as a full stage routine! The name
of the game is rapid repetition featuring just about every effect possible with sponge balls. They disappear,
reappear, penetrate up and down
Chapter 2 : Al Schneider (Author of Al Schneider on Coins)
It's a rare occurrence when a magic book of such high caliber is produced, but at long last, the wait is over. It's time for
Al Schneider Magic.

Chapter 3 : Misdirection Resource Center
Online shopping from a great selection at Books Store.

Chapter 4 : Al Schneider Magic ($) - Al Schneider - Vanishing Inc. Magic shop
Al Schneider Book $ In the world of magic literature, where there's an overabundance of the ordinary, every so often, a
book comes along that clearly stands out from the rehashed and recycled norm.

Chapter 5 : Matrix by Al Schneider - Book
Al Schneider Magic: In the world of magic literature, where there's an overabundance of the ordinary, every so often, a
book comes along that clearly stands out from the rehashed and recycled norm.

Chapter 6 : Al Schneider magic - Vanishing Inc. Magic shop
The book "Al Schneider on Zombie" is what inspired Tommy Wonder to start working with the Zombie - an effect Tommy
didn't care for until he read Al's book. Al's student, Suzanne The Magician, just won The Castle's Close-up Magician of
the year.
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Chapter 7 : The Weekly Magic Failure: Al Schneider
This DVD contains a collection of classic coin effects that Al Schneider has been working on for the last 50 years. The
experiments presented are an attempt to move these classic 20th century effects into the 21st century.

Chapter 8 : Al Schneider Magic Book
Al Schneider Magic Book by Al Schneider-$ In the world of magic literature, where there's an overabundance of the
ordinary, every so often, a book comes along that clearly stands out from the rehashed and recycled norm.

Chapter 9 : The Magic Cafe Forums - Al Schneider book by L&L
Al Schneider Magic Book -. A book that represents the life's work of one of magic's most gifted artists. It's a rare
occurrence when a magic book of such high caliber is produced, but at long last, the wait is over.
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